Let K c L be a Galois extension of number fields with abelian Galois group G and rings of integers R c S, and let si be the order of 5 in KG. If si is a Hopf /¿-algebra with operations induced from KG, then S is locally isomorphic to si as j^module. Criteria are found for si to be a Hopf algebra when K = Q or when l./K is a Kummer extension of prime degree. In the latter case we also obtain a complete classification of orders over R in L which are tame or Galois //-extensions, // a Hopf order in KG, using a generalization of the discriminant.
at least a bialgebra. For to describe how A respects the unit map and the multiplication on S, it is necessary for A to act on R and on S ® S, and a natural way to define such actions is via maps e: A -» R and A: A -» A ® A which make A into a bialgebra. In applying this general observation to sé, to require that j/ be a Hopf algebra, not just a bialgebra, is to require that sé be closed under the inverse map, or antipode, of KG.
Asking when sé is a Hopf algebra may be of intrinsic geometric interest. For if so, setting Y = Spec(S), X = Spec(P), then Y is acted upon by A = Spec(.af *), the Cartier dual over X of the affine group scheme represented by sé, and A may be a more natural group scheme of operators on Y than is G = Spec((PvG)*).
Perhaps of most interest, however, is that fact that part of Noether's theorem may be recast as: if sé= RG, then locally S = sé as sé-modnle; and in this formulation the result can be generalized, at least for G abelian, to the case where sé is an arbitrary Hopf subalgebra of KG. The proof of this, given in §4, is an almost immediate application of one of the main results in [9] , which characterizes, for H cocommutative, the condition that there exist local normal bases for an object S of a Hopf P-algebra H in terms of a criterion for "Lameness" which directly generalizes the criterion for tame ramification that the image of the trace map on S be all of R.
Thus in the wild case, when the order sé of S in KG, G abelian, is a Hopf subalgebra of KG, the wild PG-extension S becomes a tame ^/-extension and has local normal basis at every prime of R. This result is a rare example of a general local normal basis criterion for wild extensions of arbitrary number fields K.
The main body of the paper is an investigation, for the simplest abelian extensions, cyclotomic extensions of Q and Kummer extensions of prime order, of conditions for which sé is a Hopf subalgebra of KG.
When K = Q, the example of L = Q(Jm), m £ 1 (mod 4), for which sé = (ZG)*, the dual of ZG, is almost the only possible example. In general, for K = Q, L an abelian extension of Q, sé is a Hopf subalgebra of QG if and only if every odd prime is tamely ramified, and the first ramification group of L/Q at the prime 2 has order at most 2. The main obstacle is that the idempotents occurring in sé which correspond to ramification groups of L/Q of order > 2 are not sent to sé® sé by the comultiplication on KG.
For Kummer extensions L/K of prime order /, we find several equivalent conditions for sé to be a Hopf subalgebra of KG, involving a congruence condition on a Kummer generator of L, a condition on the ramification numbers of L/K at primes dividing /, and a trace condition. This latter condition is that sé is Hopf if and only if tr(S) is the (/ -l)th power of an ideal of R. The analysis of when sé is a Hopf algebra utilizes Täte and Oort's classification of group schemes of order / over rings of integers; in particular, if js^ is a Hopf algebra, then sé= Ha, the Hopf algebra corresponding to the ideal 38 with 38 ■ tr(S) = IR.
The determination of when sé is a Hopf algebra is entirely a local question at completions of K, and is nontrivial only at primes p dividing / at which L/K is totally ramified and í (R G)*. Our approach in the prime order Kummer case is to find all the Hopf subalgebras of sé , using the Tate-Oort theory, and then look for Galois extensions with respect to these Hopf algebras (an //-Galois extension S with SH = R is an //*-Galois object in the sense of Chase and Sweedler [7] ). We show that to each Hopf subalgebra of sé there corresponds a unique Galois extension which is a suborder of S ®RRp in L ® Kp, and then determine when S ® Rp itself is such a Galois extension whose Hopf algebra is sé. To do this we develop a general codifferent criterion for an //-extension, H a Hopf algebra, to be Galois, based on the integral / of //, which yields a generalization of the classical discriminant criterion for H = RG, and also yields a Galois-theoretic proof of Larson and Sweedler's theorem that if H is a finite, unimodular Hopf algebra, then H* = H ® / as //-modules [16] , and a proof of Pareigis' Frobenius criterion for Hopf algebras [19] . A by-product of the development is to give a complete local, then global classification of Hopf Galois extensions, and also tame //-extensions, which are orders over R in Kummer extensions of K of prime order. In particular, we show that there are orders over R in L which are Galois //-extensions for some H if and only if the Kummer order S is a Galois (PG)*-extension, in which case the Galois //-extensions are in 1-1 correspondence with ideals of R which are (/ -l)th powers and contain (¡R)(tr(S))~l.
Throughout the paper, L d K is a Galois extension of number fields, the Galois group Gal(L/K) = G, and 0K, 0L are the rings of integers of K, L, respectively.
1. Hopf algebras and their algebras. Hopf algebras (over a commutative ring R) as considered in this paper are in the sense of Sweedler [22] , that is, H is a Hopf P-algebra if it is an P-bialgebra with antipode. A Hopf P-algebra H is finite if it is a finitely generated projective P-module [7, p. 55] . Throughout this paper, all Hopf algebras will be assumed finite. We denote the multiplication, unit, comultiplication, counit and antipode of H by /t, z, A, e, and A, respectively.
If H is a Hopf Pv-algebra, the space of (left) integrals / of H is the set / = (x e H\yx = e(y)x for all y in //).
Let 5 be an P-algebra, finitely generated and projective as P-module, and H a Hopf algebra. Then S is an //-module algebra [22] if S is acted on by H via a measuring. If 5 is an //-module algebra, then the action H ® S -> S induces a comodule map a: 5 -» S ® H* which is an Pv-algebra homomorphism [7, p. 55] ; 5 is then an //*-object. Conversely, if S1 is an //-object, 5 is an //*-module algebra.
If S is a //-module algebra, the fixed ring is S" = {se S|ts = e(£)íforall£in //}.
We have IS ç SH for S any //-module algebra. We call S an //-extension of R if SH = R and 5 is an //-module algebra.
Let //, J be finite Hopf algebras which are dual: //*=/, J* s H, and S an Pv-algebra, finitely generated and projective as P-module, then 5" is a Galois //-extension of R if S is a Galois /-object in the sense of [7] , and S is a tame //-extension of R if S is a tame /-object in the sense of [9] . We recall these definitions. Definition 1.1. The /v-algebra S is a Galois /-object if S is a /-object via a: S -» S ® /, and the map y: S ® S -» 5 ® / given by y(;c ® y) = (x ® l)a(y), is an isomorphism.
S is a tame /-object if 5 is an //-module algebra, // = /*, faithful as //-module, rankR(S) = rankR(//) as projective P-modules, and for / = the space of integrals of //, IS = S" = R.
A Galois /-object is a tame /-object, by [9, (2.3) ]. An //-extension S of R has normal basis if S = H* as //-module, and has local normal basis if for any prime ideal p of R, Sp = H* as Hp-module.
Let L D K be a Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G, abelian. Let H be a Hopf Oyalgebra which is an order over Ok in KG. If 0, is an //-extension of Ok, then the criteria for Ol to be a tame //-extension reduce to the single condition IO¡ = 0K, the analogue for H of the condition, for H = 0KG, that the trace map: 0L -» c\ be surjective [9] . Thus for abelian extensions of number fields, O, is a tame O^G-extension if and only if L/K is tamely ramified.
The main theorem of [9] is that the //-extension 0L 3 0K has local normal basis if and only if 10j = 0K, I the space of integrals of H. Thus determining that 0L is a tame //-extension of 0K for some Hopf algebra H yields useful information on the local structure of 0L.
2. The order of Ol. Let L z> K be an abelian Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G. Following Leopoldt [17] , let sé= {a G KG\aOLC 0L}, the order of O, in KG, and set sé* = Hom0 (se,0K). In [17] , Leopoldt proved that if K = Q, 0L is always a free j/-module; on the other hand, F. and J. P. Bertrandias and M. Ferton [3, 4] have shown that Ol need not be locally free over sé for L 3 K a Kummer extension of prime order. One reason for interest in knowing if js/ is a Hopf algebra is:
Theorem 2.1. Let L d K be an abelian extension of number fields with Galois group G. Suppose sé, the order of Ol in KG, is a Hopf subalgebra of KG. Then 0L is a tame sé-extension of Ok and is locally isomorphic to sé as sé-module.
Proof. Suppose sé is a Hopf algebra. Let R = Ok, S = 0L. By [9, Theorem 5.4 ], O, is locally isomorphic to sé* as j^module if and only if IS = R where / is the space of integrals of sé. Since sé* is locally isomorphic to sé as ja^module if sé is a Hopf algebra (see e.g. [19] or Corollary 10.4 below), it suffices to show IS = R, a local question. So assume R is local. Let tr = £oeECa, then if tr(S) = aR (R, being local, is a discrete valuation ring), 6 = tr/a maps S onto R. Thus 6 ese. Since sé is a Hopf subalgebra of KG and tr is an integral of KG, 6 is an integral of sé. Thus IS = R.
3. Tate-Oort algebras. In most of this paper we study extensions of number fields L D K which are cyclic of prime order / with Galois group G with generator a, where K contains a primitive /th root of unity f. The Hopf algebras which arise are finitely generated projective C\-modules of rank / which are orders over 0K in KG. These have been classified by Täte and Oort [23] , and are completely determined by their local structure at completions of Ok and at K [23, Lemma 4] .
Let Kv be the completion of K at a (finite) prime t>, R the valuation ring. If n n Z + (I), then the only Hopf Pv-algebra of interest is the group ring RG, which, since R contains 1// and f, is isomorphic to YiomR(RG, R) = (RG)*.
The local structure of the Tate-Oort Hopf algebras when £ n Z = (/), involves certain constants ux,..., w,, obtained as follows.
Let x: F¡ -* Z/ e R be the unique multiplicative section of the residue class map Z, -» F, [17, p. 44] . In RG, let 6,= -I x'{m)om, z = l.1-2, meF,* (3.1) e,_x = i-I> j = 0 [23, p. 9] . Then 6[ = co,^, z = 1,...,/-1, and 6lx = i0/6x, for some elements ux,.. ,,u,, of R, where co, = 1, co2,..., u¡_x are units of R, and co, = lu¡_x-(See [23, formula (17) ] for an inductive definition of the «,.)
Let H be a Hopf P-algebra, free as an P-module of rank /. Then [23, p. 14] there exist a, b in R, ab = u" such that H = P[¿] where £' = b£ as P-algebra, and the comultiplication A: //->// ® H is given by
the counit e: // -» P by e(£') = 0 for z > 0, and the antipode X: H -* H by The identification PG = Ha¡ '= R [6] , 0' = ufi, is given by (3.1) and by (3. 2) a" = 1 + T^/Ce'2£7T^ff') form = l,...,/-l. Proof. If H is a Hopf P-algebra of rank /, then H is uniquely determined by its images at completions of P. Let p be a prime divisor of IR and Rp, Kv be the completions of P, K at p, respectively. Then H ®RRX) = Hh for b some divisor of IR = (1 -è)'~lR = p(/-1)e. Since Hh Q Kfi, b is an (/ -l)th power, so bR = p(/"s for some s, 0 ^ s < e. If / <£ p then H ®R Pp = RVG = (RpG)* = Hx, so e = 0. Thus to H corresponds the ideal 38= nP|/P(/_1,i. The lattice-preserving property follows from (3.2).
Notation. and so
7=0
Of course YJ/Jqo' generates the space of integrals of RG.
We will denote EoeCa = tr since the action of tr on an PG-module gives the trace map.
4. The quadratic case. Every quadratic extension is tame. While this will follow as a special case of later results, we give here a short direct argument. For K + Q, numerous examples of quadratic extensions L D K for which 0L is a Galois, hence tame Hh-module algebra, for Hh + 0KG or its dual, are described in [8] . 5 . Absolutely abelian extensions. In this section we show that unless the abelian extension L d Q is tamely ramified except possibly at the prime 2, and then only with ramification group cyclic of order ^ 2, the ring of integers 0L of L is not tame for any Z-Hopf subalgebra of QG, G = Gal( L/Q). Proof. Suppose m = \Gp\ > 2 for some p, and fix 77, p # 1 in Gp. Now in QG,
Since sé is generated over Z by elements of G and idempotents e for q dividing the order of G, àep is in sé® sé if and only if Lep is a Z-linear combination of the generators a ® t, o ® eq,eq ® t, and e ® e . in sé® sé, for a, t in G and q, q' running through prime divisors of the order of G.
We suppose we can write Ae as such a Z-linear combination, and (in QG ® QG) collect the coefficients of tr ® m, it ® p, p ® ir, p ® p. Since 77, p + 1 in G, the only generators of sé® sé which contribute nonzero coefficients are the generators This follows from the description of the order sé given in [17] , cf. [1] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proposition 5.7. Let L3 Q be an abelian extension with Galois group G. Then 0L is tame with respect to some Hopf subalgebra of KG if and only if L is tamely ramified except possibly at 2, and the first ramification group of G for the prime 2 has order dividing 2.
Proof. If L satisfies the ramification conditions, then the order sé of 0L in KG is a Hopf algebra by Corollary 5.6. That 0L is tame then follows from Theorem 2.1.
Conversely, if 0L does not satisfy the ramification hypothesis, then the order sé of O, in QG is not a Hopf algebra. But then, as Berge notes [1, p. 17], 0L cannot be locally free for any order in KG other than sé, so, in particular, 0L cannot be a tame /-module for any order / which is a Hopf subalgebra of KG. This completes the proof of Proposition 5.7.
6. Orders of Kummer extensions. We now proceed to the case of Kummer extensions of prime order.
Let L d K be a Kummer extension of number fields of prime order /. If the order sé of O, in KG is a Hopf algebra, it is a Hopf algebra of the kind described by Täte and Oort [23] , so by (3.3) sé= H@ for some ideal 38 = S'~l dividing 10K. Using this fact, we obtain a necessary condition for sé to be a Hopf algebra. Proof. If sé is a Hopf algebra, then 0L is locally isomorphic to sé* as .¿/-module, sé* = Hom0 isé,0K). Now sé* is the trivial Galois sé*-ob\ect, so Isé* = 0K, I the space of integrals of sé, by [9, Proposition 2.3]. Since 0L is locally isomorphic to sé* as ¿^module, 10L = 0K. Locally at p, sé= H u-i» for some s, 0 < s < e, where 10K " = p('~l)e and p is a uniformizing parameter for p. So sé corresponds to the ideal 38 = X\ p</_1)i. But if 6 generates the space of integrals of Hpu-iu, then since OkpG = Hpn-»r, tr = pU-\)(e-s)e Thus trOL = Up('-1){e-s) = (lO^iW-^V1 = (lOK){38)-\ Since lOK = (1 -l)l~lOK and 38 is an (/ -l)th power by Theorem 3.3, W= trOL is an (/ -l)th power of an ideal of Ok. One objective of the remainder of this paper is to prove the converse of this result, Theorem 17.3 below.
7. The local case. I: Which Hopf algebra can occur? In the following sections we will focus on the situation where K is a local field containing a primitive /th root of unity I, I prime, and L z> K is a Kummer extension, L = K[z], z1 = w e K, with Galois group G = (a) acting on L by a(z) = fz. Let P be the valuation ring of K. We shall determine the tame and the Galois //¿-extensions of R contained in S, the integral closure of P in L, and, in particular, find criteria for S itself to be a tame //¿-extension of R for some b, where Hh is the Tate-Oort Hopf algebra Hh = R[i\,
Í1 = bl
In this section we show that if T is an order over P in L which is a faithful /-extension of R for some Hopf algebra / of rank /, then / must be a sub-Hopf algebra of KG, hence, since / must be of the form Hb for some b in R, b must have an (/ -l)th root in P. We first look at L itself. 
is a field, and the only actions of G on L7 are those given by o(z) = t¡z for f some primitive /th root of unity.
Let H'Ul = K'G = K' [6) . 6' = co,*?; H" = K[Ç], £' = bi then we have an isomorphism of Hopf algebras H^ -* H'h by 0 <-* á£, ä = ü,/b. Here 6= -¿Z X-lirn)am.
Thus any action of G on L' extends uniquely to an action of H'h on L', and so given the action of G, o(z) = fz, for some root of unity f, we have iz^i-lzZx-'irnK'Az1. We show that y is surjective by finding, for each z, elements ak and bk in S such that y(Lak ® bk) = 1 ® h¡, as follows: we set bk = £'~x~ks for all k, and '0 for k>i, 1 for k = i, ¿Z amitkb) for k<i. 10. Frobenius conditions on Galois //-extensions. We develop some general theory for //-extensions which may be of independent interest. Let R be a commutative ring with unity, and H a finite (i.e. finitely generated and projective as P-module) P-Hopf algebra. Finiteness implies that the space of left integrals of //, /= {de H\h0 = e(/z)Ö, forall hin H} is a rank one projective P-module, as is the space of right integrals. Following Larson and Sweedler [16] , H is called unimodular if the space of left integrals equals the space of right integrals.
Let S be an P-algebra, finitely generated and projective as P-module ("finite"), and an //-extension.
If S" = R, then 5 is a Galois //-extension of R if and only if the map j: S$H^ EndRiS), j(sth)(t) -sh(t)
is an isomorphism [7, Theorem 9.3] . Denote the image of S in EndR(5) under j by Si, the set of left multiplications by elements of S.
Theorem 10.1. Let H be a finite unimodular Hopf algebra with space of integrals I, and S a finite R-algebra and an H-module algebra with SH = R. Then S is a Galois H-extension of R if and only if the map cp: / ® S -* S* (= Hom^S, P)), qp(#, s)it) = 6ist) for 6 in I, s, t in S, is an isomorphism.
Proof. For M an P-submodule of EndR (5) Using Theorem 10.1 we may give a Galois-theoretic proof of a well-known result of Larson and Sweedler [16] . The usual proof (cf. [16, 18, 19, 22] , uses a Hopf module approach, which we avoid. Proof. We can assume that the //-action on H* is given by (x • /)(y) = fixx ■ y), for the antipode X: H* -* H* induces an isomorphism between Hx* = H* with action ixf)iy) = f(xx ■ y) and H2* = H* with action (xf)(y) = f(yx). (1)>(cp(Ö,/),g(2)) = (x,g (1))(ö,/g(2)> = (x,g{l))(8{X),f){8i2),g(2)) = (8(X),f)(x8a),g) = {x%),f)(8(2)g) = {x\fa))(8{X),f2))(8i2),g) = {x\f{X))(8,f(2)g)=(6,{fa),x%)g) = {8,(x-f)g) = {<p(8,x-f),g).
So xcp(8, f) = (p(8,x •/), completing the proof.
Corollary

(Pareigis [19]). As left H-modules, //* = //, i.e. H is a
Frobenius R-algebra, if and only if I is R-free.
Remark 10.6. The condition that H is unimodular, i.e. that the spaces of left integrals and right integrals are equal, is obvious if // is commutative. Unimodularity has been studied by Larson and Sweedler [16] , who showed that a finite Hopf algebra over a field is unimodular if H has a left integral 8 with e(8) ^ 0, which is equivalent to H being semisimple; or if H has an antipode of order 2 and //* is separable. They give an example of a finite cocommutative Hopf algebra H with H* connected over a field of characteristic 2 which is not unimodular.
The trivial Galois //*-object is H* itself, which is acted upon by //. Theorem 10.1 then specializes, for unimodular //, to the result of Larson and Sweedler [16] that for a finite bialgebra with antipode, the bilinear form ß: H* X H* -* R, ß(p,q) = ( pq)8, associated to a generator 8 of the space of integrals of //, is nonsingular.
11. Discriminants. We may define a codifièrent using the integrals of //. Proposition 11.1. Let R be a domain with quotient field K, H a finite unimodular Hopf R-algebra with space of integrals I. Let S be a finite R-algebra and an H-extension of R such that L = S ® R K is a Galois H ®R K-extension of K. Let C = {x g L\8x e R for all 8 in I) 2 S. Then I ■ C,= S*. Hence S is a Galois H-extension of S * if and only if C = S. To define a discriminant of an //-extension S of P, first assume P is local, so that I = R8 and 5 is a free P-module. Let {xx,...,xn} be a basis of S as a free P-module.
Define SH(xx,..., xn) = det(8(x¡Xj)).
Let {/,, ...,/"} be a dual basis in 5* to {x1;...; x"}. Let (y1;..., y"} in C be such that fj Proof. Both conditions are true if and only if they are true locally. So we can assume S is a free P-module with basis {xx,..., x"}, and / = R8, in which case the above argument applies.
Remarks. 11.4. When H = RG, S is a Galois //-extension of P if and only if S is
a Galois extension of P with group G, in the sense of Chase, Harrison, Rosenberg [6] . In that case, H = RG, which is unimodular with space of integrals generated by 8 = EaeC<r = tr; 8"(S/R) is the classical discriminant. The above results then specialize to the results on pages 92-93 of DeMeyer and Ingraham [10] . License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 13. Some lemmas on Kummer extensions of prime order. Throughout this section, let A be a local field, a finite extension of Q¡, with valuation ring P, maximal ideal P = pR, IR = p'</_1), and L a Kummer extension of K of prime order /.
We wish to show that the chain of Galois extensions described in Theorem 12.2 contains all the Galois extensions of R contained in L. We need a preliminary lemma. Then yx = up, and, using Lemma 13.1, vL(y) = I -r > 0, and y is in S, the integral closure of R in L. However,
Let c", be the coefficient of xm, m = 0,...,/-1. Since c7(/ -1) + r -1 < é>(/ -1) = vKil), cm is in P for all m = 0,1,2,..., / -2. But
is not in R if r > 1. So y is not in T = R[x], and T is not integrally closed.
Finally we need to know how we can adjust a generator z of a Kummer extension
. We retain the hypothesis of this section.
Recall that IR = p^'"1». where n = min{k, dl). Hence if k < le, k # 0 (mod /), then k is maximal.
14. The local case. Ill: Galois orders in L. Let L = K[z], z' = w e R, be a
Kummer extension of local fields, with / g p = pR, the maximal ideal of P. In this section we will classify the Galois and tame extensions of R which are orders over P in L. The case where / + vv(w) was done in Proposition 8.1. So throughout this section assume w is a unit of P. In view of Proposition 13.4 we may assume w = 1 + pku, u a unit of P, where k = ql + r, and 1 ^ r < I or q > e.
Recall that inside S, the integral closure of P in L, is the chain S0Q Sx £ ■ ■ • ç Sl:of Galois extensions of P, where h = min{q,e} (Proposition 12.2). Theorem 14.1. Let S be a Galois extension of R which is an order over R in L. Then S = Sm for some m < h. For U(0R)/U(0K)2 has order 4, Pic(C\) has odd order, 20K is the square of a prime ideal, and for any Galois extension S of rank 2, S ® A is a Galois extension of A with group G of order 2.
In fact, by genus theory, Gal(C\, H2) = Gal(0K,0KG) has order 2, so the bound of 12 is not best possible: we suspect the correct number is 8.
Corollary 17.7 may be used to show the existence of many Azumaya O^algebras which are not crossed products for large p: see [31] . In Corollary 17.6 the hypothesis that S ® K be a AG-Galois extension of K is necessary. For example, if / = 3, there exist nonnormal cubic field extensions of A and any such is a Galois //-extension for some rank 3 Hopf A-algebra H ¥= AG: see Theorem 4.6 of [27] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where Y\' mean the elements of the direct product over all primes p of Ok such that at all but a finite number of primes p, Sp = 0L . Here 37(0Lv/0K v) is the union of the Galois extensions of 0K contained in 0L p, described in Theorem 14.1, and the non-Galois, tame //rextensions, which are described in Theorem 8.1.
18. A cubic example. By way of illustrating the trace condition of Theorem 17.3, we consider A = Q(Ç), £ = ( -1 + i/ -3 )/2, a cube root of unity. H. Wada [25] has determined relative integral bases for the rings of integers O, of L = K[z], z3 = w.
Write w = st2, where s, t are cube-free elements of 0K, with s, t both # -1 (mod J -3). Then Wada considers three cases.
(i) If s # t (mod 3), then 1, z, z2/t is an O^basis of 0L. In this case tr(Oz ) = 30K; since the only prime ideal p of 0K containing / = 3 is p = \/-3 0K, vv(tr(0L )) = 2. So 0L is a tame (C>Ä:G)*-extension of 0K.
(ii) If s = t (mod 3^-3 ), then s and / are relatively prime to 3, for otherwise ^-3 divides t or s, hence both, and 3\/-3 = i/-3 3 would divide w, contrary to the assumption that w is cube-free. In this case, Ol has an 6\-basis consisting of 1,
(1 -z)/ {^, and ((s + z + z2)/t)/3. Then tr(c\) is generated by 3, -3/ J~^3 = ]/-3 and .s, so tr(0L) = 0K. Thus 0L is a tame 0KG-extension of 0K (that is, tame in the classical sense [11] ).
(iii) If s = t (mod 3), s # t (mod3\/-3 ), then Wada shows that 0L has an Thus sé lies properly between H_3 = 0KG and Hx = (0KG)*, and so is not a Hopf algebra.
